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Social Character and the Life of the Community 

 

The Middle Ages 

 

Judging from Domesday Book, late 11th-century Crowmarsh was a typical agricultural 

community of villani, bordars, and slaves.1 Its proximity to Wallingford lent it a particular 

social character, however, which by the 13th century was reflected in the presence of 

villagers among the ‘market-men’ and ‘market-women’ trading in the town. Many were 

probably from poor and possibly landless households, heavily reliant in a largely rural village 

on the opportunities provided by Wallingford’s urban market.2 Also influencing Crowmarsh’s 

social character was its former dependence on Benson, which as ancient royal demesne 

had (for Oxfordshire) an unusual concentration of free sokemen.3 In Crowmarsh, nine 

sokemen held yardlands or half-yardlands of Robert de Vere’s manor in 1279, and another 

two held of Ralph Pipard’s estate; by then, however, they appear to have been little different 

from most customary tenants, owing cash rents and light labour services which were mostly 

commuted to cash payments. The sokemen were also distinguished from a similarly sized 

group of ordinary free tenants.4 Some former villeins and ‘unfree’ sokemen may have been 

freed during the 13th century,5 since in 1286 the only tenants recorded on William de 

Warenne’s manor were 45 free sokemen.6 No later references to tenants’ free or bond status 

have been found, however. 

 Some families remained in Crowmarsh for several generations, amongst them the 

Gerards: sokemen in 1279 included the yardlander William Gerard (perhaps to be identified 

with a rent-paying cottar of the same name), while John Gerard, who in 1326 sold 2 a. of 

arable in the open fields, was a middling taxpayer the following year.7 Long-standing 

contemporary families included the Marshals, Rammers, and Tophorns, but many surnames 

                                            
1
 VCH Oxon. I, 410; above, econ. hist. (medieval farming). 

2
 HMC 6th Rep. (1877), 576–8; above, econ. hist. (trades). 
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 VCH Oxon. XVIII, 14, 45, 52. 
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 Rot. Hund. II, 774 (calling them servos socomannos); above, econ. hist. (medieval farming). 
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appeared more fleetingly, suggesting a fairly rapid turnover of tenants. Some (such as John 

of Buckingham and Richard of Colchester) may have been incomers from far afield, while 

others came apparently from neighbouring settlements such as Clapcot, English, and 

Mongewell.8 Other contact is suggested by a gem-set 13th-century silver seal belonging to 

Nicholas de Paddehale (of Padnells in Rotherfield Greys), which was found at Coldharbour 

Farm.9 Wallingford’s inhabitants bought and sold land in Crowmarsh with apparent ease,10 

the fluid land market enabling tenants to come and go and in some cases to establish 

valuable holdings.11 A wide range of wealth is confirmed by early 14th-century tax 

assessments, in which six of the village’s fifteen taxpayers in 1327 paid just 6d.–12d., four 

paid 18d.–24d., and five paid 48d.–60d., representing assessed goods worth from 10s. to 

100s.12 The parish’s overall assessment in 1334 was the second lowest in Langtree 

hundred, however,13 and it may be significant that Crowmarsh saw no substantial late 

medieval remodelling of the parish church, whether by individuals or by the parish 

community as a whole.14 

 Crowmarsh’s medieval lords exercised authority through the manor court and 

promoted some early inclosure of the common fields and meadows,15 maintaining a manor 

house in the village. They were only occasionally resident, however, and from the 12th 

century sometimes subinfeudated, sublet, or otherwise alienated lands and rights to other 

(mostly non-resident) landholders.16 Influence may consequently have devolved upon 

groups of prominent villagers such as those assembled in the halmote in the late 12th 

century to witness a grant to Thame abbey.17 In 1301, during the earl of Oxford’s absence 

overseas, a group of inhabitants broke into his meadow at night and grazed cattle there, 

while a lawless element was evident in 1323 when several Crowmarsh men were implicated 

in an attack on the abbot of Rewley’s property at Nettlebed.18 Crowmarsh’s location also 

made it vulnerable to external threats, its proximity to Wallingford bringing it unwelcome 

prominence and ‘very many hazards’ during the Anarchy (1139–53) of Stephen’s reign.19 

                                            
8
 Rot. Hund. II, 774; TNA, E 179/161/8–10; HMC 6th Rep. 581, 591, 594. 
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 Oxoniensia 69 (2004), 419. 
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 Glasscock (ed.), Subsidy 1334, 243; cf. Oxon. Atlas, p. 53, where a much higher ranking based on 
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 Below, relig. hist. (church archit.). 
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 Above, econ. hist. (medieval farming); below, local govt. 
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 Above, manor; below, relig. hist. 
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 K.R. Potter and R.H.C. Davis (eds), Gesta Stephani (1976), pp. 93–5, 227, 237–9; G. Laban, 
‘Evidence for a Stephanic Siege Castle at the Lister Wilder Site, The Street, Crowmarsh Gifford’, 
Oxoniensia 78 (2013); above, intro. (medieval settlement). 
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Thefts by outsiders were a consequence of its position on a major road,20 and in 1340 its 

annual fair was targeted by an itinerant gang of armed thieves and murderers.21 Good 

communications also brought prosperity, however, allowing Crowmarsh to serve as a 

convenient stopping-place for royal officials, and to host several inquests during the 14th and 

15th centuries.22 Its accessibility and roadside trade perhaps also speeded its recovery from 

the effects of the Black Death.23 

 

1500–1800 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Sixteenth-century Crowmarsh remained a predominantly agricultural community, though with 

a distinctive suburban flavour.24 Farm stock and equipment featured prominently among the 

goods left by better-off families such as the Clacks and Cheyneys,25 but trades and services 

played a significant role, and the village served as a riverine trans-shipment point, the 

Wallingford trader Thomas West arranging the carriage of fish from Crowmarsh to London 

c.1570.26 Three fifths of taxpayers in 1524 were assessed on wages only, a high proportion, 

which suggests a considerable number of mostly poor landless labourers and servants.27 

One such was the labourer Andrew King (d. 1551), who left the remaining lease on his 

                                            
20

 e.g. TNA, JUST 1/703, m. 6. 
21

 Cal. Pat. 1340–3, 96. 
22

 e.g. Cal. Inq. p.m. IV, p. 163; VIII, p. 414; X, p. 170; XVII, p. 86; XX, p. 251; XXVI, p. 180. 
23

 Above, intro. (population). 
24

 Above, econ. hist. 
25

 OHC, MSS Wills Oxon. 179, ff. 67v.–68; 184, ff. 40 and v., 364 and v.; ibid. 10/5/58; 296/1/28. 
26

 M. Prior, ‘The Accounts of Thomas West of Wallingford, a Sixteenth-Century Trader on the 
Thames’, Oxoniensia 46 (1981), 90. 
27

 TNA, E 179/161/195. 

The damaged monument to Walter 
Hildesley (d. 1576), the wealthy occupier 
of Howbery Farm and a Roman Catholic 
recusant, now reset in the nave of the 
parish church. 

The earliest of several monuments to the prolific 
and exceptionally long-standing Clack family. 
Amongst those commemorated are Andrew Clack 
(d. 1568) and his son William (d. 1614), whose 
brother Thomas died the same year. 
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house and a few modest household goods and animals.28 Most other inhabitants were 

probably leaseholders, too, although copyhold also persisted. Land changed hands 

regularly, resulting in a high turnover of tenants:29 few families paying tax in 1524 did so in 

1543, those moving (albeit only to Newnham Murren) including the prolific and prosperous 

Skinners, who left a memorial in the parish church.30 By contrast some families such as the 

Bannisters, Cheyneys, and Pawlings remained for several generations, while the Clacks, 

exceptionally, were resident from the 1540s until the 19th century.31 

 By far the wealthiest inhabitants were the Roman Catholic Hildesleys, who occupied 

Howbery (or Crowmarsh) manor on a long lease from the Copes.32 William Hildesley (d. 

1576), who married into the Stonor family, was a prominent Catholic recusant with close ties 

to other south Oxfordshire Catholics,33 and following his death recusancy fines had a serious 

impact on his widow Margaret and son Walter, between whom the manor was divided.34 The 

family’s financial difficulties may have contributed to a dispute in 1590 with Margaret’s son-

in-law Robert Williamson over a proposed lease of the estate: Robert was ultimately 

overlooked in favour of one of the Cheyneys,35 and around the same time was involved in a 

quarrel with a neighbour following an argument in church.36 Whether such tensions affected 

the community more generally is unclear: recusancy’s decline in the 17th century reduced 

one possible source of conflict, and villagers regularly oversaw each other’s wills or left 

money to the church and poor, implying generally good relations.37 Apart from the well-off 

Biggs,38 Clacks, and Cheyneys, wealth at the middling and lower levels seems to have also 

been fairly evenly distributed. In the 1660s more than half of households were still assessed 

on only one or two hearths and only three on five or more,39 while the median value of 

testators’ goods rose from £8 2d. in the period 1545–97 to £43 10s. in the period 1602–99, 

suggesting modest rises in overall prosperity.40 

 The Civil War caused major disruption, Crowmarsh’s proximity to the Royalist 

stronghold at Wallingford making it an important defensive outpost.41 In 1643 guns were 

positioned on Crowmarsh hill and others along the village street, where huge earthen 

                                            
28

 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 180, f. 81 and v. 
29

 Ibid. 184, f. 364 and v.; ibid. 296/1/28; 37/2/18; 11/5/3; 80/1/21. 
30

 TNA, E 179/161/195; E 179/162/233; Bodl. MS Top. Oxon. d 282, f. 172. 
31

 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 179, f. 67v.; ibid. par. reg. transcript. 
32

 Above, manor. 
33

 TNA, PROB 11/58/435; VCH Oxon. II, 43. 
34

 TNA, E 179/162/346; below, relig. hist. (pastoral care). 
35

 TNA, C 3/230/26; ibid. C 142/410/54; OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 12/4/36. 
36

 Oxf. Ch. Ct Deposns 1589–93, p. 17. 
37

 e.g. OHC, MSS Wills Oxon. 69/2/53; 11/2/39; 11/5/3; below (poor relief); relig. hist. (pastoral care). 
38

 TNA, PROB 11/210/355; PROB 11/271/457; PROB 11/323/401; PROB 4/20696. 
39

 Hearth Tax Oxon. 1; TNA, E 179/164/504 (MS damaged). 
40

 OHC, Crowmarsh Gifford wills and inventories, suggesting an increase by a factor of two to three in 
real terms. 
41

 D. Eddershaw, The Civil War in Oxfordshire (1995), 47. 
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baskets formed a bulwark against Parliamentary attack; lookouts guarded the approach, and 

goods were requsitioned.42 The following year the main road was blocked with carts and 

trees,43 but by April 1646 Crowmarsh had fallen to Parliamentary forces preparing their final 

assault on Wallingford.44 Earlier dislocation followed an outbreak of plague in 1631–2, which 

killed sixteen people in Crowmarsh and Newnham, and prompted Wallingford’s authorities to 

blockade the bridge to prevent disease spreading to the town.45 Occasional assaults and 

thefts were prosecuted at the quarter sessions in the early 18th century, and stocks and a 

whipping post were maintained:46 by then the annual fair was allegedly one of the ‘most 

considerable’ in the county,47 and presumably brought large crowds as later. No public 

house was kept in the 1680s (when Crowmarsh was reportedly free of ‘rogues’ and other 

lawbreakers), but the Bell Inn was opened before 1742, somewhat later than the Queen’s 

Head on the Newnham side of the street, and another Crowmarsh pub was licensed from 

1760 to 1774.48 

 The Nedhams’ arrival in the 1740s was followed by the creation of Howbery park and 

the building of a new manor house, which the Nedhams occupied intermittently,49 and where 

they entertained some high-status visitors including members of the Bouverie family.50 At the 

contentious Oxfordshire election of 1754 Robert Nedham voted for the Whig or New Interest 

candidates (who won by a narrow margin in the parish as a whole), and in 1773 his 

successor William Nedham was appointed county sheriff.51 The family also employed a 

gamekeeper,52 and reported occasional thefts and trespasses, as did some other prominent 

landholders such as John Allnatt, who paid 30 per cent of the parish’s land tax as owner or 

occupier in 1786, and served for many years as churchwarden.53 Offertory money was 

regularly distributed to the poor, supplementing Crowmarsh’s relatively low poor rates,54 

while strangers and travellers were occasionally buried in the village.55 Even so, by the late 

                                            
42

 I.G. Phillip (ed.), Jnl of Sir Samuel Luke (ORS 29, 31, 33, 1950–3), I, 71, 73, 82–3; II, 88. 
43

 H.G. Tibbutt (ed.), Letter Bks of Sir Samuel Luke (Beds Hist. Rec. Soc. 42, 1963), p. 657. 
44

 CJ, IV, 527; Cal. SP Dom. 1645–7, 418–19, 421, 431–3; Eddershaw, Civil War in Oxon. 152–3. 
45

 Berks RO, W/Ac 1/1/1, f. 114v.; cf. J.K. Hedges, History of Wallingford (1881), II, 177–8, incorrectly 
dating it 1671–2. 
46

 OHC, Cal. QS, I, 115, 185b, 197b, 255, 282; IX, 716. 
47

 Par. Colln, I, 105. 
48

 M. Sturge Gretton (ed.), Oxon. Justices of the Peace in the 17th Cent. (ORS 16, 1934), 7–8; OHC, 
Cal. QS, I, 294b; ibid. QSD/V/1–2; cf. ibid. E37/1/2/D/4–5 for an innholder in 1656; above, econ. hist. 
(trades). 
49

 Rob., Geo., and Kath. Nedham were buried in the parish: OHC, par. reg. transcript, s.a. 1762, 
1767, 1784; above, manor (manor hos). 
50

 Ibid. s.a. 1755, 1785; Kearsley’s Peerage (1804), I, 148. 
51

 Oxon. Poll, 1754, 75; Oxf. Jnl Syn. 13 Nov. 1773. 
52

 Oxf. Jnl Syn. 5 Sept. 1789, 11 Sept. 1790. 
53

 Ibid. 23 July 1757, 2 Mar. 1763, 8 Sept. 1767, 16 Oct., 24 Dec. 1779; OHC, QSD/L/92; ibid. MS 
Oxf. Archd. Oxon. c 63, ff. 148 sqq. 
54

 OHC, MSS Oxf. Dioc. d 558, f. 179; d 561, f. 180; c 327, p. 25; b 9, f. 105v.; below (poor relief). 
55

 OHC, par. reg. transcript, s.a. 1780, 1789, 1790, 1799, 1801. 
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18th century the settlement laws seem no longer to have been rigorously enforced in 

Crowmarsh.56 

 

Since 1800 

 

   

 

 

From the early 19th century Crowmarsh was increasingly joined with Newnham Murren for 

practical purposes, although the village remained distinct from Wallingford.57 Its prominent 

roadside position by Wallingford bridge made it a social and commercial centre for 

surrounding rural parishes, and the annual fair (dealing mainly in horses and cheese and 

held on 2 August) attracted large crowds, which included some criminal elements.58 By the 

1830s there were also several shops (with others across the road in Newnham), and a large 

lodging house provided accommodation for itinerant crafts- and tradespeople.59 The Bell Inn 

continued, while the Coach and Horses (later the Gardeners’ Arms) opened c.1830 and 

remained in business until 1967. A third pub (the Gamecock) operated c.1860–c.1960.60 In 

the 1890s the parish council tried to shut down one of the pubs following disturbances at 

closing time,61 and it successfully argued for reinstatement of a resident police constable, 

expressing particular concern at the threat allegedly posed by tramps from Wallingford 

workhouse.62 More local troublemakers included a gang of Crowmarsh youths which 

                                            
56

 For earlier settlement papers, ibid. Cal. QS, IV, 401, 409, 414, 419–20, 465, 497, 555, 564; Berks 
RO, D/P 161/13/1; 161/13/2/1–4. 
57

 Below, relig. hist. (paroch. organization); below, Newnham Murren, social hist. (since 1800). 
58

 e.g. The Times, 7 Aug. 1822; Reading Mercury & Oxf. Gaz. 5 Aug. 1848, 31 July 1954; Berks. 
Chron. 6 Aug. 1853; J. & S. Dewey and D. Beasley, Window on Wallingford 1837–1914 (1989), 64–5. 
59

 Pigot’s Nat. & Comm. Dir. (1830); TNA, HO 107/882; above, econ. hist. (trades). 
60

 Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 124; OHC, B21/7/78/D1/30; PO Dir. Oxon. (1847–77 edns); Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. 
(1883–1939 edns); Oxon. Dir. (1958–9); D. Beasley, Wallingford Through Time (2013), 87. 
61

 OHC, PC80/A1/1, pp. 13, 19, 22, 26, 39. 
62

 Ibid., pp. 12, 20–2, 24, 31; TNA, RG 10/1273, no. 84 (a resident police constable in 1871); RG 
13/1140, nos. 9–10; Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1899); Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 130–1. 

The former Gardeners’ Arms pub 
on The Street. The plaque marks 
the pub’s ownership by the 
Abingdon brewery Morland. 

The former Gamecock pub near 
Wallingford Bridge. 
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rampaged through Wallingford in 1825,63 although the village’s social tone probably softened 

as it became gradually gentrified.64 By 1901 many of the better-off inhabitants were 

newcomers, and fewer than half of all residents had been born in Crowmarsh or 

Wallingford.65 

 The main gentry residences were the rebuilt Howbery mansion house (owned from 

1867 by H.B.W. Williams-Wynn), and Alfred de Mornay’s Col d’Arbres (formerly Coldharbour 

Farm).66 Both families were involved in parochial life, and Howbery park was opened to 

villagers on bank holidays and for other festivities.67 The parish nevertheless lacked a public 

recreation ground until the late 20th century, despite periodic discussions.68 A friendly 

society founded in 1843 met at the Bell Inn, and had 56 members in 1847; it closed twenty 

years later but was replaced in 1875 by a joint Crowmarsh and Newnham benefit society, 

which met first at the Queen’s Head and later at Crowmarsh school. That had 75 members 

in 1880, and closed in 1886.69 ‘Improving’ lectures were delivered c.1900 to the local 

Gardeners’ Association (which later managed land belonging to a Newnham parish 

charity),70 while the school hosted meetings of a Band of Hope and of boxing and rifle clubs, 

the latter also practising in a disused quarry pit at Crowmarsh hill.71 Additional one-off 

celebrations were organized by the parish council.72 Implicit in many of these activities was 

the maintenance of public order, one inhabitant finding to her cost that the use of ‘profane 

and abusive language’ was no more tolerated in 1900 than it had been two centuries 

before.73 

 In 1919 the dedication of the church lych gate as a First World War memorial was 

attended by large crowds.74 A newly formed branch of the British Legion met in the old 

school, and some later clubs were hosted at the rectory house, while inhabitants generally 

were encouraged to bring ‘a bit of life’ to the village, and to demonstrate that ‘we are 

something more than a suburb’ of Wallingford.75 Lack of communal facilities remained a 

                                            
63

 Oxf. Jnl, 22 Jan. 1825. 
64

 For complaints about noisy children c.1900, OHC, PC80/A1/1, pp. 138, 187. 
65

 Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1883 and later edns); TNA, RG 13/1140. 
66

 Above, manor. 
67

 Berks RO, D/P 161/8/1, s.a. 1868; D/P 161/8/2; Dewey and Beasley, Window on Wallingford, 73; 
Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 118. 
68

 OHC, PC80/A1/1, pp. 69, 99, 116; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 121; below. 
69

 Oxon. FS, pp. 118–19. 
70

 Oxf. Jnl, 15 Dec. 1900; OHC, PC80/C1/1; cf. ibid. PC80/A1/1, pp. 49, 79, 112, 116, 132–3, 158. For 
Emery’s charity, below, Newnham Murren, social hist. (charities). 
71

 OHC, Macc. House, no. 61; Dewey and Beasley, Window on Wallingford, 175; Pedgley, 
Crowmarsh, 120; Berks RO, D/P 161/5/4; OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. XLIX.11 (1912 edn). 
72

 OHC, PC80/A1/1, pp. 100, 104–5, 177; Berks RO, D/P 161/8A/2; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 117–18. 
73

 Oxf. Jnl, 18 Aug. 1900; OHC, Cal. QS, IX, 32, 40, 54, 57. 
74

 D. Beasley and A. Russell, Wallingford at War (2010), 62; below, relig. hist. (church archit.). Seven 
parishioners were killed in the First World War and five in the Second. 
75

 Berks RO, D/P 161/8A/1; below, relig. hist. (pastoral care). 
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concern,76 and after ten years’ work a village hall was opened in 1954.77 New groups 

included a Women’s Institute (established in 1941), a Young Wives’ Group (1959), and the 

Crowmarsh Area Social Benevolent Society, which from 1966 published a monthly 

newsletter.78 The Second World War brought billeting of soldiers, evacuees, and refugees,79 

and from the 1950s–60s the enlarged parish (by then including Newnham Murren) faced 

pressures from a growing population.80 A larger village hall was built in 1976, although the 

British Legion hall (the former school) was sold in 1983 and converted into a private 

residence, much to the disappointment of the parish council, which continued to worry that 

Crowmarsh should remain a ‘distinct community with a village identity’.81 A multi-purpose 

recreation ground and sports pavilion was opened in the 1990s, accommodating an existing 

youth football club (established 1963) and cricket club (1982),82 and in the early 21st century 

several other groups were also active. By then inhabitants reportedly valued the village’s 

‘friendly people and good community’.83 

 

   

 

 

Education 

 

A schoolmaster was mentioned in 1689, and in 1759 offertory money was used to send 

children to day school, possibly in the village.84 Mrs Nedham (of Howbery Park) was paying 

                                            
76

 e.g. Reading Mercury, 2 Sept. 1939. 
77

 Oxf. Mail, 30 Nov. 1954. 
78

 Crowmarsh Chron. June 1966–Feb. 1978: copies in OHC; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 120, 125. 
79

 Beasley and Russell, Wallingford at War, 87; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 136; Daily Mail, 5 Mar. 1946; 
above, manor. 
80

 Above, intro. (population); below (educ.); local govt. 
81

 Wallingford Herald, 22 Jan. 1976; Berks RO, D/P 161/28/31. 
82

 Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 119, 121; www.crowmarshfc.co.uk; www.crowmarshcc.org.uk (accessed Apr. 
2016). 
83

 www.crowmarshgifford.org.uk; www.crowmarshsurvey.org.uk (2001) (accessed Apr. 2016). The 
Women’s Institute closed in 2007. 
84

 OHC, MSS Oxf. Dioc. e 22, p. 62; d 555, f. 159v. 

One of three plaques attached to the 
church lych gate and war memorial. The 
others commemorate those killed during 
the First and Second World Wars. 

The village hall on Benson Lane, built 1976. 
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for the instruction of 12–14 boys and girls in 1768, and a new day school in Crowmarsh was 

established c.1790: by 1815 it taught 15 girls and 9 boys partly in accordance with National 

Society guidelines, and was funded by subscription and parish rates.85 The same children 

attended an affiliated Sunday school.86 Thirty children aged 4–9 were taught at the school in 

1834, while the rector assisted ten others (possibly older children) to attend a separate dame 

school.87 

The day school’s location is not known until 1844, when William Blackstone provided 

a building on Benson Lane.88 In 1850 it was affiliated to the National Society, which in 1858 

granted £20 on the schoolroom’s transfer to the rector.89 In the 1860s the school was run by 

the wife of a local craftsman, and was funded largely from the school pence of its 35–50 

children.90 Two short-lived private schools without religious affiliation operated separately.91 

 By 1880 the National school received a government grant, and in the 1890s 

attendances averaged c.70.92 A new room added in 1885 failed to alleviate the cramped 

conditions, and in 1908 a new building on the opposite side of Benson Lane was provided 

for the older children, the infants continuing in the old school.93 Standards of teaching were 

praised even before the reorganization, and progress at first continued; in the 1920s 

standards and attendances fell, however, and in 1926 Crowmarsh was redesignated as a 

junior school, with pupils aged over 11 travelling to Benson or Wallingford.94 The 19th-

century school building was vacated and let to the British Legion, although it was briefly 

reinstated as a classroom in 1940 to teach evacuees from London, and again in the 1950s–

60s as the population increased. By then demand for a new building was growing, and in 

1969 Crowmarsh primary school opened on Old Reading Road (formerly in Newnham 

Murren),95 teaching c.200 pupils by 2016 when it remained affiliated to the Church of 

                                            
85

 Ibid. d 558, f. 178v.; c 433, f. 72; d 566, f. 99v.; Educ. of Poor Digest, p. 722. 
86

 OHC, MSS Oxf. Dioc. d 707, f. 50; c 368, f. 119v. 
87

 Ibid. b 39, f. 114; Educ. Enq. Abstract (Parl. Papers 1835 (62), xlii), p. 745. 
88

 OHC, tithe award and map, no. 112a; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 79. 
89

 CERC, NS/7/1/3721; OHC, Macc. House, no. 61; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 79–80. 
90

 Wilb. Visit. 46; OHC, MSS Oxf. Dioc. d 180, ff. 336v., 338; c 332, f. 151v.; c 335, f. 109v.; TNA, RG 
9/741, no. 30; RG 10/1273, no. 80; PO Dir. Oxon. (1864–9 edns). 
91

 Returns relating to Elem. Educ. (Parl. Papers 1871 (201), lv), pp. 318–19; OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. c 
338, f. 130v.; TNA, RG 10/1273, no. 33. 
92

 Rep. of Educ. Cttee of Council (Parl. Papers 1880 [C 2562-I], xxii), p. 675; Retn Public Elem. Schs 
(Parl. Papers 1894 [C 7529], lxv), pp. 492–3; Elem. Day Schs Aided by Parl. Grants (Parl. Papers 
1902 [Cd 1277], lxxix), p. 199; Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1883–1903 edns). 
93

 OHC, Macc. House, no. 61; Berks RO, D/P 161/8/2, pp. 9–12; D/P 161/28/23; Pedgley, 
Crowmarsh, 81–4. 
94

 TNA, ED 21/37947; OHC, Macc. House, no. 61; Berks RO, D/P 161/3/3; VCH Oxon. XVIII, 57. 
95

 TNA, ED 161/11253; Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 84–5, 136; Berks RO, D/P 161/28/27/1–2; above (since 
1800). 
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England.96 The redundant 1908 building (which had housed the school from 1926) was sold 

and converted into a private residence.97 

 

   

 

 

Charities and Poor Relief 

 

A few one-off bequests to the poor were made in the 16th and 17th centuries. Andrew King 

(d. 1551) gave 6d. to the poor men’s box, while Agnes Clack (d. 1594) left a peck of wheat 

and a peck of malt to every poor householder who had no growing grain of their own. 

Thomas Clack (d. 1614) left 14 householders 12d. each,98 and several other inhabitants 

requested that cash, grain, or livestock be distributed among the poor.99 An endowed charity 

established by Mary Bigg (d. 1736), mother of the legal writer and judge Sir William 

Blackstone, produced 21s. a year charged on land in the parish, which the churchwardens 

distributed in bread at Christmas.100 After the land was sold c.1850 the rent charge was 

withheld, however, and the charity lapsed.101 A second charity arose after a Crowmarsh 

farmer lent £10 to Richard Allnatt (d. 1785), requesting that instead of repaying the loan 

Allnatt should give 8s. a year to poor widows. Allnatt’s son John (d. 1819) continued the 

practice, but thereafter that payment also lapsed.102 

 Offertory money was regularly distributed to the poor in the late 18th century,103 

though the sums involved were presumably small. Otherwise poor relief came chiefly from 

                                            
96

 www.crowmarsh-gifford.oxon.sch.uk; Ofsted Rep. Nov. 2012 (accessed online Apr. 2016). 
97

 Pedgley, Crowmarsh, 85. 
98

 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 180, f. 81 and v.; ibid. 10/5/58; 11/5/3. 
99

 Ibid. 181, ff. 108v.–109; 184, ff. 40 and v., 55v.; TNA, PROB 11/58/435; PROB 11/130/398; PROB 
11/331/189; PROB 11/405/181. 
100

 Char. Don. 986–7; 8th Rep. Com. Char. (Parl. Papers 1823 (13), viii), 515; ODNB. 
101

 Berks RO, D/P 161/25/11; OHC, PC80/A1/1, p. 15; Char. Digest, pp. 22–3. 
102

 Char. Don. 986–7; 8th Rep. Com. Char. 515. 
103

 OHC, MSS Oxf. Dioc. d 558, f. 179; d 561, f. 180; c 327, p. 25; b 9, f. 105v. 

The old school (opened 1844) and 
adjoining teacher’s house. 

The new school (built 1908), since 
the 1970s a private residence. 
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poor rates.104 Expenditure rose sharply from only £38 in 1776 – the lowest in the hundred – 

to £252 in 1803, when 23 adults and 28 children (a quarter of the population) received 

permanent outdoor relief, and 12 people were relieved occasionally.105 Costs more than 

doubled to £528 in 1813, falling to £358 in 1815 when c.14 per cent of the population 

received relief (19 permanently and 9 occasionally).106 Post-war slump increased 

expenditure to £480 in 1818, but thereafter costs generally fell, and were back to £356 by 

1834.107 The following year Crowmarsh became part of Wallingford Poor Law Union, from 

whose workhouse several former parishioners were returned for burial.108 

 In 1892 Mary and Sarah Owen left an endowment of £500, the income to be 

distributed by the rector to the parish’s ‘aged and necessitous poor’. By 1950 it funded a gift 

of coal at Christmas to 22 recipients,109 and in the early 20th century the churchwardens also 

supported a sick and poor fund and a clothing and coal club, and made other contributions 

to the parish poor.110 The Owen charity was later combined with Emery’s charity in 

Newnham Murren, and in 2015 spent £3,000 on hardship relief.111 Other late 20th-century 

charities supported the village hall, football club, and pre-school, and the primary school’s 

parent-teacher association.112 

                                            
104

 For a one-off bequest of £5 in 1756, OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 135/2/23. 
105

 Poor Abstract, 1777, p. 142; 1787, p. 191; 1804, pp. 402–3; cf. VCH Oxon. II, 202; Census, 1801. 
106

 Poor Abstract, 1818, pp. 356–7; cf. Census, 1811–21. 
107

 Poor Rate Retns, 1822, p. 137; 1825, p. 172; 1830–1, p. 160; 1835, p. 155. 
108

 Oxon. Atlas, pp. 144–5; OHC, par. reg. transcript, s.a. 1835, 1837, 1848, 1852 etc. 
109

 Berks RO, D/P 161/25/10; 161/5/5; OHC, PC80/A1/1, pp. 14, 64, 91, 129. 
110

 Berks RO, D/P 161/5/4; 161/5/5. 
111

 Char. Com. website (Apr. 2016), no. 237789; below, Newnham Murren, social hist. (charities). 
112

 Char. Com. website, nos. 273745, 1022944, 1030136, 1047002, 1133472. 


